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Abstract
Product certificates are sent throughout the supply chain of Swedish heavy
industry in order to show provenance and physical characteristics of objects
such as screws. The data management of the certificates has been, and still
is, a very manual process. The process requires extensive work in order to
maintain a correct record of the certificates. In particular, tracing causes of
errors and establishing compliance takes a long time and effort. The company
Chaintraced is developing an application to automate the process by acting as
a third party to digitalize and manage the certificates.

Introducing a third party into a business-to-business process requires that data
integrity is preserved and that information reaches its expected destination.
Recent research has indicated that distributed ledger technologies show promise
to fulfill these requirements. In particular, blockchain-based systems offer im-
mutability and traceability of data, and can reduce the trust needed between
different parties by relying on cryptographic primitives and consensus mech-
anisms.

This thesis investigates the application of distributed ledger technology to fur-
ther automate the Swedish heavy industry supply chain and reduce the trust
needed in a third party managing the certificates. Requirements for an indus-
trial strength system is set up and several distributed ledger technology solu-
tions are considered to fit the use case of Swedish heavy industry. A proof
of concept based on the findings is implemented, tested and compared with
a centralized database to explore its possible usage in the supply chain with
regard to feasibility, immutability, traceability and security.

The investigation resulted in a prototype based on Hyperledger Fabric to store
product certificates. The solution provides certain guarantees to immutability
and security while being developed with feasibility for deployment in mind.
The proposed solution is shown to be slow compared to a centralized solution
but scales linearly with number of certificates and is considered within bounds
for the use case. The results also show that the proposed solution is more trust-
worthy than a centralized solution, but that adopting blockchain technology is
an extensive task. In particular, trustworthiness and guarantees provided by
the solution is highly dependent on the feasibility aspect and the investigation
concludes that adoption of blockchain technology within the Swedish heavy
industry must take this into consideration.
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Sammanfattning
Hanteringen av produktcertifikat inom den svenska tungindustrin är en myc-
ket manuell process vilket resulterar i att ett enormt arbete krävs för att upp-
rätthålla en korrekt hantering av certifikaten. Att spåra orsaken till fel och att
kontrollera efterlevnaden av krav inom industrin tar lång tid. Chaintraced har
utvecklat en applikation som automatiserar hanteringen av certifikaten genom
digitalisering och att som tredje part lagra informationen.

Att introducera en tredje part i affärsverksamheter kräver att integriteten av
datan bibehålls och att information anländer till korrekt mottagare. Ny forsk-
ning har visat att distribuerade liggare har möjligheten att uppfylla dessa krav.
Framförallt gällande blockkedjetekniken med dess många egenskaper och ga-
rantier som företag letar efter, så som oföränderlig och spårbar data. Blockked-
jetekniken reducerar också förtroendet som behövs för parter inom nätverket
genom att förlita sig på kryptografi och konsensus mekanismer.

Den här rapporten utreder användningen av distribuerade liggare för att yt-
terliggare automatisera den svenska tungindustrins leveranskedja och minska
tilliten som krävs för en tredje part som hanterar certifikaten. Krav ställs upp
för ett system och flertalet distribuerade databastekniker undersöks för att pas-
sa in i fallet angående den svenska tungindustrin. En prototyp är utvecklad
baserad på kraven, prototypen är testad och jämförd med en central databas
för att undersöka hur implementationen står sig vad gäller genomförbarhet,
oföränderlighet, spårbarhet och säkerhet.

Undersökningen resulterade i en prototyp baserad på Hyperledger Fabric. Pro-
totypen lagrar produktcertifikaten och ger vissa garantier till oföränderligbar-
het samt säkerhet.Möjligheten för aktörer i kedjan att använda prototypen hade
stor inverkan på hur systemet utvecklades. Prototypen visar sig vara långsam-
mare än en centraliserad lösning men mätningarna kan anses vara inom kraven
för ett system inom tungindustrins leveranskedja. Skalbarheten av lösningen
är beroende av kraven på säkerhet men är linjär i antalet certifikat som skickas
och lagras. Resultaten visar också att den föreslagna lösningen inger mer tillit
än en centraliserad lösning men att introducera blockkedjetekniken är en kom-
plex process. Trovärdighet och garantier som ges av lösningen är till stor del
beroende av komplexiteten vilket rapporten kommer fram till är det viktigaste
för svensk tungindustri att ha i åtanke vid eventuell antagande av blockkedje-
teknik.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The evolution from analogue and mechanical electronic technology to digital
technology started around 1950s by the invention of the transistor and excelled
in the 1980s when the first commercial computer became available [83]. The
computer made it possible to store digital information and what is now called
the digital revolution is still ongoing to revolutionize the way information is
being handled. Current digitalization techniques often involve automation,
substituting manual labor for equivalent work. Automation increases the pro-
ductivity and in the end wealth of modern societies through savings of both
time and resources [62]. Automation is built on putting trust into the systems
performing the work. Trust can be reduced by several techniques both through
personal perception and through formal proofs [7, 59].

Information grounded in research increases trustworthiness, areas within com-
puter science such as the communication protocols and cryptographic primi-
tives needs to be proven correct in order to be trustworthy. The digital revo-
lution has resulted in such research in order to make society adopt systems by
increasing the trust in that the system perform as expected [7].

Trust is important in a lot of areas in society, not the least in banking and finan-
cial sector. Satoshi Nakamoto proposed in 2008 a system for a trustless elec-
tronic cash system to cope with the need for third parties to process electronic
payments [61]. The proposed system is what later in 2009 became known
as Bitcoin [1], a system based on decentralization and cryptographic primi-
tives to ensure a trustless system for the cryptocurrency by the same name;
bitcoin. Bitcoin’s underlying technology is known as blockchain technology,
a derived form of distributed ledger technologies. Distributed ledger technol-
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

ogy (DLT) uses several processes connected to form a decentralized network
to record data. DLT’s uses communication protocols, cryptographic primi-
tives as well as other components of computer security. Since the emergence
of Bitcoin, distributed ledger technology has become increasingly interesting
not only within the financial sector of cryptocurrencies but also within several
other business related solutions.

1.1 Background
Supply chain is the overarching name for the chain of organizations involved
in distributing a service or product. The management of the supply chain and
all the relationships between the organizations is a complex task with several
components [68].

The supply chain of the Swedish heavy industry is important to efficiently
produce the products for end consumers. The Swedish heavy industry supply
chain is comprised of multiple stages where information regarding the prod-
ucts are managed. Important information include the certificates that are used
to; for example, trace causes of errors in the final product, establish compli-
ance’s as well as determine liability. However the data management of the
certificates currently require substantial manual labor, the certificates are sent
in paper or PDF format resulting in a regular paper trail with physical sig-
natures throughout the supply chain [5, 52]. The current management of the
certificates results in possible trust issues between the involved parties. The
compliance assertions and traces of the certificates are also difficult to estab-
lish correctly in the case of an error.

1.2 Problem Statement
The company Hidden Dreams and its subsidiary Chaintraced discovered the
issues regarding the management of the certificates and has developed a digital
application for automating the certificates throughout the supply chain. Hid-
den Dreams and Chaintraced are interested in exploring further possibilities
to improve the supply chain because of the trust that is required to adopt a
centralized automatic management system [52].

To address the challenges of adopting an automaticmanagement process through
a third party; this thesis will investigate and evaluate possible improvements to
automation and trustworthiness in the data management of the Swedish heavy
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industry supply chain. The research question is formulated as:

How can the supply chain management of the Swedish heavy industry be au-
tomated in a trustworthy way?

1.3 Purpose and Goals
In many industries, distributed ledger technologies (DLT) are being evaluated
and used for supply chain management. Most of which evaluate its usage
within traceability, supply and demand as well as distribution of information.

Distributed ledgers are typically based on using distributed consensus algo-
rithms and blockchain with cryptographic primitives to provide immutability
and security of data. This thesis proposes and evaluates distributed ledger
technology for its usage within the supply chain of the Swedish heavy indus-
try.

The goal of this research is to investigate different options and to set up re-
quirements for a suitable solution. The goal is also to implement a solution
based on the requirements; using the option that is found most suitable for the
use case at hand. The system should be evaluated on data that mimics real
supply chain data from the Swedish heavy industry. The solution should also
be evaluated in comparison to a baseline solution in order to show differences,
mainly with regards to performance. An important requirement set up before
investigating different options is that the solution should be feasible for actors
within the supply chain to utilize while still providing benefits to trustworthi-
ness, efficiency and security.

1.4 Methodology
Investigating how distributed ledger technologies may be used to increase ef-
ficiency and trustworthiness of an automatic data management system is of a
novel exploratory nature and therefore a qualitative research methodology is
used. The research aims to understand and explore previous research in order
to develop a computer system suitable for the use case at hand [32].

The work initially focuses on current research and solutions related to dis-
tributed ledger and blockchain technology in order to make an informed de-
cision regarding a possible industrial strength system based on the findings.
The requirements are set up in collaboration with the stakeholders at Hidden
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Dreams and Chaintraced through informal interviews in order to successfully
address the problems found by experts in the area.

The research is an initial step towards adoption of distributed ledger technol-
ogy to automate and enhance Swedish heavy industry supply chain manage-
ment. The research concerns application of techniques from research in a
novel context and can thereby serve as an interesting case study for the re-
search community and provide a basis for future work on distributed ledgers
within supply chain management. Furthermore if the project is successful it
could lead the way to significant gains in productivity and security for the
Swedish heavy industry.

1.5 Scope and Limitations
While supply chain management is comprised of several business processes,
the issues found prior to this work regard the management of the product cer-
tificates and hence only the product certificate management of the supply chain
is considered. Investigating all parts of the supply chain is therefore out of
scope in this thesis.

The thesis work focuses on developing a prototype system rather than a fully
functional, deployable system. A prototype system is chosen due to the novel
and exploratory nature of the problem and should be seen as a proof of concept
where distributed ledgers show possible usage within the industry.

There are a multitude of available frameworks and possible implementations.
The choice of framework is restricted by the low possibilities of providing a
proof of concept from an implementation or framework that is not open-source
and hence the proposed solution may or may not be the most suitable.

Any participant mentioned by name in this thesis appears with their explicit
permission. Participants who do not wish to be mentioned by name remain
anonymous.

1.6 Thesis Structure
Chapter 2 introduces concepts related to supply chain management and dis-
tributed systems as well as background on techniques used for computer secu-
rity. Chapter 3 further investigates properties of distributed ledger technolo-
gies, in particular blockchain technology. Main properties such as network
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types and consensus mechanisms are presented in further detail. Chapter 4
presents the findings regarding several distributed ledger implementations as
well as work related to the research conducted. Chapter 5 presents methodolo-
gies and methods used for conducting the research and illustrates the method-
ology used for implementing the proposed system.

Chapter 6, “Requirement Analysis”, lists all requirements set up for the sys-
tem as well as provides a basis for the choice of solution. The chapter includes
why certain implementation options are discarded and why the chosen solu-
tion is deemed the best fit for the requirements set up. Chapter 7 shows how
the solution using Hyperledger Fabric is set up and how a smart contract is
configured to fit the use case. The chapter also presents tests required to show
the suitability of the solution with regards to the requirements. Chapter 8 show
performance results and analyses the system with respect to the requirements
and research question. Finally, Chapter 9 presents conclusions drawn from
the investigation of different options. In particular, conclusions regarding the
usage of Hyperledger Fabric in the Swedish heavy industry are presented. Fu-
ture work and analysis on how to further investigate adoption of blockchain
technology in the supply chain are presented as well.



Chapter 2

Background

Distributed ledger technology and supply chain management encompasses a
lot of topics, principles and techniques. The purpose of this study is to in-
vestigate whether distributed ledger technology can be used to enhance the
supply chain management in the Swedish heavy industry. The investigation
is grounded in studying the concepts of both DLT and supply chain in order
to make an informed decision on a solution that possibly provides automation
and increases security and trustworthiness to the supple chain.

This chapter provides background information on supply chain and how the
data management is handled in the Swedish heavy industry, both prior to the
solution developed by Chaintraced and how Chaintraced cope with some of
the issues. The chapter also covers background information on distributed
systems and computer security to give a brief understanding of the scope of
this project.

2.1 Supply Chain
There are often a lot of different organizations involved in the process of dis-
tributing a service or product to an end-consumer. The organizations all de-
pend on each other and the chain can be complex with several parties involved.
The parties are often interconnected in a network of organizations rather than
strict one to one relationships. The whole system of organizations that de-
pend on each other to provide the end product belong to a so called supply
chain [68]. A company is often part of several different supply chains contain-
ing all organizations with whom the company has a relationship with. Hence

6
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a company’s supply chain network can be a complex network of organizations
that depend on the relationships to function properly [45].

The success of a company relies heavily on the integration with the other orga-
nizations in the supply chain. Poor integration could lead to bottlenecks in the
distribution of a product or service, reducing the effectiveness. Supply chain
management (SCM) is the overarching name for the management of the inte-
gration and is increasingly more important to make the relationships function
properly. SCM takes a lot of different aspects in consideration, from plan-
ning to logistics, in order to fluently manage all details of intercommunication
between the parties in the supply chain [45, 68].

2.1.1 SCM Overview
As Supply Chain Management (SCM) is a very broad and complex task, there
is more to it than to make sure communication between different actors is
preserved and achieved in a good way. SCM concerns all processes dealing
with relationships between organizations and people. The processes include
customer and supplier relationship management, demand management, man-
ufacturing flowmanagement as well as product development and commercial-
ization, among several others [45].

Relationship management processes in SCM provides a structure for how rela-
tionships are developed and maintained. The management includes improving
processes cross-firms and to reduce activities that are of little value [45].

SCM’s wide area results in a lot of issues to address. In this research, the man-
agement and flow of data is investigated into further detail. In particular, with
connection to the Swedish heavy industry and focusing on reducing redundant
activities and improving the security.

2.1.2 SCM in Swedish Heavy Industry
The Swedish heavy industry is comprised of a multi-stage supply chain, from
when an ore is mined until for example a bolt is put into a machine at the end-
consumer. While the supply chain management is comprised of a lot of as-
pects in the network, this research considers the management of product data
exchanged in different stages of the supply chain. The supply chain begins
with the raw material which is refined at every stage, until it reaches the end-
consumer. The data exchanged between different companies are comprised of
properties regarding the product. The properties are embedded in a so called
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certificate that each actor in the supply chain distributes along with its product
in order to provide means of ensuring a product’s provenance and characteris-
tics.

A specific certificate can be seen in Appendix A where the characteristics of a
product within the supply chain is present. The most important properties are
the mechanical and chemical compositions as well as order specific attributes
such as product number, lot number, charge number and quantity [5]. The
certificates may look different and contain different properties depending on
product and company. Some properties of the certificates are wiped in the
illustrated certificate due to it being an actual certificate sent in the supply
chain.

These certificates are used in order to trace causes of errors, to establish com-
pliance’s as well as to determine liability. Hence the management of these
certificates needs to be delicate in order to avoid any corrosion between the
parties in the supply chain [5, 52].

The management of the certificates has for a long time been and still is a very
time consuming task of printing, appending and verifying the properties man-
ually. Tracing the origin of an error takes a long time due to the manual and
company-centric management. Each company keeps its own copy of the cer-
tificates and to trace an error each company has to find a specific certificate in
its own database or file-system to prove the validity of their product [52, 5].

Chaintraced is developing a product that automates the process to some ex-
tent and makes it possible to append information without manually printing
and writing to a sheet of paper. Instead the certificates are managed by Chain-
traced; acting as a third party through a web application that streamlines the
process [5, 52]. The application also handles discrepancies such as alerting
if some parameter is outside of its required value. Chaintraced’s solution has
the possibility of providing a generic platform for different companies with
different certificates, reducing the manual labor required and increases the ef-
fectiveness and security of the certificates. The application is supposed to be
used by each actor in the supply chain in order to establish a more durable
information flow in the chain. A simplified view of the supply chain and how
Chaintraced is incorporated in it can be seen in Figure 2.1. The Chaintraced
web application is used by actors to send and retrieve the certificate data.
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DB

Chaintraced

Chaintraced

Product Flow

Web Application

Certificate Flow

Figure 2.1: Current flow model on how Chaintraced is incorporated into the
supply chain. Acting as a third party storing and providing a web application
for the actors in the supply chain. Image credit: Author

Further improvements to the data management of the certificates could lead
to better customer-supplier relationships by increasing the trust between the
actors of the supply chain. In particular, increasing the trust for a third party
management of the certificates. Manufacturing flow management could also
be improved by the traceability and availability of data in a convenient way.
While Chaintraced’s solution automates a large part of the process there are
still several properties that might be improved by the use of distributed ledger
technology, for example regarding integrity and availability of the data.

2.2 Distributed Systems and Consensus
For complex systems with several parties such as in the supply chain, a com-
pany’s integrity and confidentiality are of key importance while still main-
taining a high availability of the data. To enhance the complex relationships
while maintaining these properties there are different options to look into. Dis-
tributed systems is one such option that could improve the management of the
supply chain and its relationships.
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The definition of a distributed system as modeled by Wu [94], is a system that
appears like an ordinary system to its users, but runs a set of independent pro-
cessing units that cooperate to achieve a common goal. Distributed systems
are hence comprised of several independent computers, connected together to
form a network that should appear as one single entity to the user. A distributed
system should be failure independent, if one resource fails the rest of the sys-
tem should not be affected. Therefore distributed systems do not only bring
increased power through multiple processors, but also several other benefits
such as transparency, security and reliability [94].

Distributed systems are applied in several areas of computer science, database
systems are one of them. The databases are distributed among a network of
several nodes to provide higher availability, reliability and security. While
distributed systems gives several benefits, there are also different issues intro-
duced by implementing and deploying such a system.

2.2.1 Definition and Properties of Consensus
One major issue in distributed systems is reaching agreement on what is the
truth among several processes, called consensus. The processes needs to agree
on some common data value even in the presence of faults or failures. Solving
the consensus problem for an arbitrary amount of faults or failures is not solved
and consensus algorithms are defined by the amount of faults or failures it
can handle while still producing the correct value. Consensus algorithms are
used in distributed systems to provide a more robust system by guaranteeing
integrity of the data in the presence of faults [24].

Byzantine generals problem is a specific consensus problem where processes
may behave incorrectly or have malicious intent. The name comes from de-
ciding on correct course of action in a setting where multiple generals should
achieve a common goal. There are several algorithms developed in order to
cope with this issue and to ensure a more robust system [47]. Consensus is
reached by passing messages between parties and taking action according to
the messages sent.

In most real world message passing, systems are asynchronous from each
other, messages are sent without restriction to arrival times or signals. How-
ever, modeling the consensus problem is often done in a synchronous setting,
where messages are coordinated by one or more centralized clock signals. The
consensus problem has been proven to be impossible to solve by a determin-
istic algorithm in a fully asynchronous setting [24]. The impossibility result
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does however assume the worst case scenario and in the real world there are
often some randomness to the process scheduling. There are some ways of
handling asynchronous failures by for example using synchronous consensus
protocols [2].

2.2.2 Consensus Algorithms
Consensus algorithms can be divided into two types. Algorithms that handle
consensus in the presence of faults or failures are called crash fault-tolerant.
The other type is called Byzantine fault-tolerant and try to solve consensus in
the presence of Byzantine behavior. Crash fault-tolerant consensus algorithms
include king algorithm, queen algorithm, two/three-phase commit and a bit
more sophisticated algorithms such as Paxos [46] and Raft [66] among several
others. Below is a simplified illustration of how the Raft algorithm works.

Raft is a state machine replication protocol, a deterministic program that spec-
ifies the desired behavior of a cluster of servers or nodes. Each node in a Raft
cluster runs the protocol independent from the other nodes. There are three
states nodes may be in at any given time, leader, follower or candidate. The
nodes start out as followers and remains a follower as long as it receives so
called heartbeats from a leader [92].

The Raft protocol works in two phases, the leader election phase and the log
replication phase. Leader election is done when a node has not received a
heartbeat message for a period of time. The node then transitions into the can-
didate state and votes for itself and sends a message to all other nodes asking
the nodes to vote for it. If a candidate node receives a majority of the votes
it is elected leader and starts to send out heartbeat messages. The first phase
has election restrictions in order to provide more safety to the protocol. In
the log replication phase the leader receives requests from a client and ap-
pends the command to its log. The leader then issues a message to all other
nodes to replicate the entry and when completed sends back the result to the
client [66, 92]. The Raft consensus protocol has been formally verified by
several researchers, proving it is crash fault-tolerant as long as a minority of
nodes fail [92].

Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus algorithms have been developed to a large
extent for distributed systems. Some examples include practical Byzantine
fault tolerance and Proof-of-Work. These algorithms are covered in more
depth in Chapter 3.
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2.3 Computer Security
A critical issue with distributed systems is the security of data. Security of a
computer system concerns protecting its resources from being accessed, and
actions to be performed by unauthorized or malicious users [29]. Secure data
should only be accessible by authorized users, it should not be altered with
and it should be available in a convenient format within a reasonable time,
preserving confidentiality, integrity and availability respectively. Confiden-
tiality, integrity and availability are the three pillars that computer security is
built up on and often referred to as the acronym C-I-A [50, 29].

Distributed processes have multiple nodes and hence infer more points vul-
nerable to attacks, resulting in the need for increased effort to provide security
of distributed systems. Security in distributed systems is hence of paramount
importance. Computer security involve different domains, only the most im-
portant properties and domains related to distributed systems are presented in
this paper. While consensus handle parts of the security in distributed systems
there are several other security measures required to create a secure system.
Security measures not only involve protection against adversarial behavior but
also mistakes by users and faults in the system that could lead to catastrophic
outcomes [82, 89].

2.3.1 Identification, Authentication and Authorization
Identification, authentication and authorization are processes that are required
to ensure secure access control of a resource. The three terms are used to
provide properties of the C-I-A model. Identification is the process of relating
access control to a specific identity [29, 50].

Authentication is used to ensure a user is who they claim to be. An authenti-
cated user is a user whose identity has been verified by proving their identity.
Proving the identity is often used by providing credentials that is known to that
user only. In computer systems the authentication factor or credential can be
of three different types: something you know, have or are [29, 50].

Authorization is used to define what access rights and privileges are linked to
an authorized user. A network member might not have the same permissions
as a network administrator for example [29, 50].
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2.3.2 Cryptography
Cryptography is another important aspect of computer security which refers to
techniques that hide plaintext data to protect it from adversaries. Cryptography
ensures confidentiality of the data [4].

Converting plaintext data to an alternative humanly unreadable form is called
encryption. Encryption is done by a cryptographic primitive or algorithmwith
respect to some public key. The encrypted data is often referred to as cipher-
text. Reversing the encryption process is called decryption which converts the
ciphertext back to its original plaintext [55, 4, 27, 21].

There are two main techniques used to encrypt and decrypt data, symmetri-
cal and asymmetrical. Symmetrical cryptography uses the same key for en-
cryption and decryption of data. Hash functions, stream ciphers and block
ciphers are examples of symmetric cryptographic primitives. Asymmetric
cryptographic systems use a public key for encryption and a private key for
decryption. Public-key ciphers and digital signatures are examples of asym-
metric cryptographic primitives [55, 4]. This section describes the main cryp-
tographic primitives that are used within distributed ledger technologies.

Cryptographic Hash Functions Cryptographic hash functions are used to
map larger domains of data into smaller. Hash functions take a message as in-
put and outputs a hash-value. In particular hash functions may take a message
of arbitrary finite length and map it to a fixed length of n bits. Since hash func-
tions map larger messages to smaller, there is a probability that two different
messages map to the same hash which is called collision. A strong hash func-
tion should make collisions computationally difficult to find [55, 84]. Ideal
hash functions are not known to exist and therefore properties of hash func-
tions often relate to how difficult it is to a compute a contradicting proof. A
property is strong if it provides high computational difficulty and weak other-
wise.

Additional to the collision resistance property of hash functions, there are two
other properties that are required for a hash function to be considered secure.
The first property is one-way stating it should be computationally unfeasible to
find the input message with knowledge of the output. Second preimage is an-
other property that implies that; given a specific input, it should be unfeasible
to find another input that hashes to the same output [84]. Hash functions must
also be deterministic, meaning a message always maps to the same output.
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Hash functions are divided into two main classes, keyed and unkeyed. Keyed
hash functions uses a private key along with the message to produce the hash-
value while unkeyed hash functions only uses the message itself [55]. Crypto-
graphic hash functions are used for data integrity and message authentication.
Two example types of hash functions are the unkeyed modification detection
codes (MDCs) and the keyed message authentication codes (MACs). Secure
Hash Algorithm (SHA-1) and MD4/MD5 are other commonly used examples
of cryptographic unkeyed hash functions [55].

Public Key Encryption Public key encryption is an asymmetric encryption
technique using a private and public key. Privacy or confidentiality is the pri-
mary objective of public key encryption, it does not by itself satisfy data origin
authentication or data integrity and to assure such properties must be imple-
mented together with additional techniques such as MACs or digital signa-
tures [55, 69].

Public key encryption is slower than symmetric encryption techniques and
often used on smaller messages. RSA is one of the most widely used public
key cryptosystems [55].

Digital Signatures Digital signatures are digital versions of handwritten sig-
natures which is a set of techniques used to sign documents. Digital signatures
provide a method for verifying that a message was sent by a particular user.
Digital signatures should have two properties, it should be verifiable and un-
forgeable. For a signature to be verifiable, only a single entity should be able to
create it and any other entity should be able to verify that the signature is valid.
Unforgeability of a signature means that it must be computationally unfeasible
to create a copy of the signature [69].

There are several different cryptographic algorithms used to create a digital
signature scheme to uphold the properties, in Bitcoin this scheme is called
elliptic curve digital signature algorithm [63].

2.3.3 Trusted Computing Base
For organizations to enter into a partnership it is often required to trust the
opposite organization, this is often the case when adopting computer systems
as well. A user needs to consider if the system can be trusted to behave as
expected and if the user can trust the distributor of the system. Trusting a
system is equally important as to trust the parties involved. Trust is often only
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referred to as trust but can be divided into several informal elements such as
trustfulness and trustworthiness.

Trustfulness is a property that indicates the amount of trust an entity is willing
to put into an opposite party. Trustworthiness on the other hand is a property
that an entity exhibits indicating the amount of trust other entities believes it
deserves. To reduce the need for trustfulness among users, systems needs to
be trustworthy. A system’s trustworthiness is often grounded in adoption of
widely accepted scientific and mathematical theories [88].

The trusted computing base, TCB for short, consist of all system components,
distributor, hardware and software that are critical to the computer systems
security. Security issues in a single component in the TCB threatens the secu-
rity of the whole system. The TCB is responsible for supporting the security
policy which is used as a basis for trust in the system. Ultimately resulting
in if a TCB component is insecure the overall security policy is compromised
and trust in the system cannot be achieved [49].



Chapter 3

Distributed Ledger Technology

Distributed ledger technology (DLT) is a decentralized digital system used
to record data, often in the form of transactions, and store it in a distributed
database. DLTs have a potential to increase security, integrity and availability
of recorded data, through distributed storage [10].

Implementations of DLT use several nodes networked together to form a dis-
tributed network. There is no central authority or middleman in the network
and each node maintain a copy of the ledger. When data is appended to the
network the nodes create a transaction and through achieving consensus on a
correct state, all nodes are updated with the new copy of the ledger.

Blockchain technology is one of the most well known implementations of DLT
and while the adoption of blockchain technology has increased since the intro-
duction of Bitcoin in 2008, a formulation of time-stamping documents under
cryptographic assumptions were made as early as in 1991 [31]. Habers pro-
posed solution to time-stamping documents used cryptographic hash functions
and links between documents to create immutable records of the data. The
time-stamping solution uses the same kind of techniques that of blockchain
and other distributed ledger technologies. This chapter covers the fundamen-
tals of DLT and specifically blockchain, its architecture, mechanisms as well
as possible guarantees that distributed ledger technology could provide for a
distributed system.

16
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3.1 Blockchain Data Structure
Blockchain is a data structure that stores information by creating blocks con-
taining transactions. These blocks are cryptographically linked to form a chain.
In the implementations referred to as using blockchain technology these blocks
are distributed among several users to form a distributed ledger [26, 63].

The buzzword blockchain are often used in the context of the distributed ledger
and not the data structure itself. There are several components that make up
the blockchain distributed ledger and the most important ones are transactions,
blocks and nodes.

3.1.1 Transactions
A transaction in the context of blockchain is often an instruction that modifies
the state of the chain. Transactions are used to store information regarding
historical data, in cryptocurrencies these transactions are payments between
different actors modifying the state of the chain to ensure knowledge of a pay-
ment has been made [26]. Depending on implementation transactions could
however contain any arbitrary data and the main objective of transactions are
to change the state of the blockchain.

3.1.2 Blocks
The blocks stored on-chain contains groups of transactions and a cryptographic
link called a hash pointer to the previous block in the chain as well as a times-
tamp of when the block was created. New transactions are grouped together
and collected into a block before committed and appended to the blockchain [26].

Blocks can never be deleted from the chain and the chain therefore continues
to grow until removed completely. Removing a blockchain can only be done
by having all copies of the chain deleted [26].

The transactions are in most implementations efficiently stored in a hash tree
called merkle tree. Merkle tree is a binary structure that holds hashes to each
of the nodes respective children. The leaf nodes contain the hashes of the data
blocks. Merkle trees are an efficient structure for retrieving and validating data
that is stored [13].

Data stored on the blockchain itself is called on-chain data. The data is avail-
able to anyone maintaining or viewing the blockchain. On-chain data storage
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might be limited to a certain size and it could be expensive to commit high
amounts of transactions to the chain. As a complement to on-chain data storage
a centralized database can be used to store larger data or data that should not
be made available to all parties. Off-chain data can be incorporated with the
blockchain by providing a link between the blockchain and central database.
The off-chain data is hashed and the hash is stored on-chain visible to every-
one [34].

3.1.3 Nodes
Unlike a client-server network, the blockchain architecture is maintained in a
peer to peer network where each peer is referred to as nodes. The nodes are
computers or users within the network thatmaintains a copy of the blockchain [26,
63]. Nodes can be of different types often depending on either permissions or
how much of the blockchain is maintained. The type of nodes in Bitcoin are
full, super and light nodes that perform the same kind of actions but keep dif-
ferent sized copies of the chain and have different possibilities to maintain the
network [26].

In most implementations of blockchain technology there are specific kind of
nodes that maintain the blockchain by aiding in adding records and verify-
ing transactions, basically performing the blockchain’s work. The process of
adding and verifying blocks are different depending on implementation and
consensus algorithm. The nodes performing the actions are called different
names. and the nodes performing the actions are called different names. In
Bitcoin mining nodes are called Miners, in Hyperledger they are called order-
ers and in EOSIO they are called block producers to name a few [21, 26].

3.2 Blockchain Types
Trust in the context of blockchains pertains to several factors. One important
factor is who can access and join the network. Blockchain networks are there-
fore divided into three main types depending on restrictions to who can access
and maintain the network. The types are dependent on the amount of trust a
user needs to put into other nodes to feel that the system is trustworthy. The
types are either public, private or consortium. Private blockchains operate
within a known user base, authorized by a central authority and within a sin-
gle organization. Public blockchains are on the other hand publicly available
to anyone. Consortium blockchains are a combination of private and pub-
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lic blockchains where the blockchain is private but across several organiza-
tions [51].

In addition to the three types, blockchain networks may be either permission-
less or permissioned. While the types and permission properties seem quite
similar, it should be noted that public does not imply permissionless and nei-
ther does private imply permissioned. A public permissioned network for ex-
ample does not restrict who can join, but a participant must be identifiable in
the network and they are restricted by permissions [43, 76].

• Permissionless
Permissionless blockchains do not have any restrictions to who can par-
ticipate in the network. Anyone can contribute to all parts of the chain,
including involvement in transactions, consensus and block creation.

• Permissioned
Permissioned blockchains are only maintained and accessed by autho-
rized participants. Nodes need to have correct permissions to be able to
contribute to or maintain the chain.

3.3 The Blockchain Peer-to-Peer Network
The distribution and transmission of the shared ledger and blocks in the peer-
to-peer network is done partly indirectly between nodes. A node may transmit
a transaction to other nodes in the network, the nodes that receives the trans-
action for the first time will forward it to all other nodes they are connected to.
This propagation technique is called flooding and makes transactions known
to a large number of nodes within a few seconds [21].

There are a number of applications that can be deployed on top of the blockchain
to make the interactions with the blockchain possible. Two examples are de-
centralized applications (DApps) and smart contracts.

SmartContracts Specialized lines of code can be stored onmost blockchains,
called smart contracts. A smart contract is automatically executed when pre-
determined terms and conditions specified in the contract are met. They are
often used to enforce agreements between different parties such as sending
funds between actors when another transaction has been completed [65].

Smart contracts work by lines of code using "if... then.. else..." statements
on the blockchain. Computers connected to the blockchain execute actions
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determined by the smart contract when certain conditions are met and veri-
fied. Establishing the conditions of a smart contract is often an iterative pro-
cess between the parties of a blockchain network. The representation of data
and transactions has to be made clear and at the same time possible excep-
tions needs to be explored and a framework for resolving issues has to be de-
fined [65].

Smart contracts are automatically executed by a predetermined set of rules,
further enhancing several properties of a blockchain network. Smart con-
tracts provide speed, accuracy, security and makes transactions more trust-
worthy [65].

DApps Decentralized applications (DApps) can be deployed on top of a
blockchain network as an interface for users when for example utilizing smart
contracts. DApps are often in the form of aweb application ran on the blockchain
that a user may interact with. DApps are built using the same techniques and
tools as with other applications but with key differences such as decentraliza-
tion and open-source [21].

3.4 Consensus Mechanisms
Nodes in the blockchain network use consensus to make sure all participants
agree on the transactions performed in the network [63]. If there is a discrep-
ancy in what different nodes believe is the correct state, the ledger is called to
fork, creating two different copies of the ledger. To determine which state is
the correct one, consensus must be achieved and hence a majority of the nodes
need to share the same belief of which state is correct.

The distributed network as mentioned in earlier sections depend on mech-
anisms to provide security and integrity in presence of malicious or faulty
nodes. To achieve trust in a blockchain network it is important that rules and
agreements are set up, ensuring security and providing integrity. The consen-
sus mechanism upholds the rules and agreements. The consensus mechanism
often provide incentives for miners to maintain the ledger by rewarding effort
put into it [21]. There are several different consensus algorithms depending on
implementation, some of these will be covered in more depth in this section.

There are several performance metrics that are effected by the choice of al-
gorithm such as commit time and block creation time. Hence the consensus
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algorithm also determines to a large degree how complex a blockchain imple-
mentation is.

Proof of Work Proof-of-Work (PoW) is a mechanism that achieves consen-
sus through mathematically complex problems. The miners in the network try
to solve the problem and receives a reward as proof of the work done. The
mathematical problem is based on the transactions that should be added to a
block and the hash of the block should be calculated. The problem is to find
a numerical value called a nonce that should be included in the block to cre-
ate a hash that falls below a so called target hash. PoW determines which of
the nodes should solve the problem by the amount of computational power,
measured in hashes per second also called hash rate. PoW puts trust in all
nodes as a collective rather than individual nodes, by having nodes compete
against each other. Nodes may collaborate in order to increase the computa-
tional power through forming a network of miners called pools. These pools
then compete against other pools for the job. A higher hash rate increases the
likelihood for the nodes to receive the work [21]. The miner that solves the
mathematical problem is able to create and add the next block to the chain and
is rewarded with cryptocurrency. The complexity of the problem depend on
the amount of miners that exist in the network.

Proof-of-Work is the most commonly used consensus algorithm, it does how-
ever have several disadvantages; it is resource dependent, has a low transaction
speed and high block creation time. The Bitcoin protocol that utilize PoW is
estimated to consume power equivalent to that of a small country in 2020 [18].
Another issue with PoW is that if one pool of nodes control more than 50% of
the total computational power that pool can disrupt the entire security of the
blockchain. An attack made by a pool controlling a majority of the computa-
tional power is called a 51% attack. PoW is used in the Bitcoin protocol as
well as several other cryptocurrency solutions, such as Ethereum.

Proof of Stake Proof of Stake (PoS) is an alternative to PoW that cope with
some of the disadvantages [44]. Instead of relying on computational power,
PoS depend on the amount of coins or gas, a node holds. A miner in PoS
stakes the amount of coins it wants to mine and receives a higher probability
to be selected to generate new blocks [21]. The incentive for mining blocks
in a blockchain utilizing Proof-of-Stake depends on a network fee instead of a
reward provided to the nodes. To become a mining node one either stakes its
own coins by submitting a full node or one can stake ones coins to be used by
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a trustworthy node [21].

Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) is a consensus algorithm built upon Proof of
Stake where the mechanism is divided into two parts, an election process and
a scheduling production process. The election process determines 21 block
producers to be used in the scheduling production process through Proof of
stake. During the scheduling production process, the elected nodes take turn
creating a block every third second. The designated block producer is provided
with a specific time slot and can only create the block during that time [48].

Proof of Authority Proof of Authority (PoA) is another consensus algo-
rithm which does not depend on several nodes to solve difficult mathematical
problems as in PoW or have nodes stake their coins as in PoS. PoA instead uses
a set of authorized nodes that are explicitly allowed to create new blocks and
perform the blockchain’s work. The chain has to be signed by a majority of
the authorities before being part of the permanent record. PoA is hence a way
for a private chain to make the authorized nodes accountable for maintaining
the blockchain [85, 64].

Practical Byzantines Fault Tolerance Practical Byzantines Fault Tolerance
(pBFT) is a consensus algorithm introduced in early 90s to cope with Byzan-
tine faults in distributed systems. pBFT has recently been adopted in some
distributed ledger implementations to cope with the consensus problem. A
block is validated by the nodes communicating and sharing messages between
each other regarding the commitment of a block. Malicious or faulty nodes
may broadcast tampered or faulty blocks and hence the majority is used to
validate the block. The block on which most nodes agree upon is commit-
ted to the chain, pBFT hence serve the same purpose as PoW, PoS and other
consensus algorithms used in blockchain technology [74, 15].

3.5 Properties and Guarantees
Blockchain technology has become increasingly interesting for several appli-
cations apart from what was initially its main implementation area, serving as
a distributed ledger for the cryptocurrencies bitcoin and ether. The increased
interest is heavily due to the properties and guarantees a blockchain system is
said to have. These include immutability of data, crash tolerance as well as
liveness guarantees.
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Blockchain systems provide the impossibility of altering historical data with-
out invalidating other recorded data. This property is called immutability and
is maintained by several factors. Mostly due to the data structure of crypto-
graphically linked blocks but also its distributed nature.

Consensus mechanisms in blockchain systems provide several additional guar-
antees and properties that are sought after in distributed systems. These in-
clude agreement even in the presence of crashes and corrupt peers as well as
guaranteeing eventual agreement [70].

The main reason blockchain has become increasingly interesting for supply
chain management is the immutability of data as well as traceability property
provided by the blockchain data structure. Other properties are important for
a system as well but does not stand out for blockchain in particular. The im-
portance of data confidentiality, immutability and traceability in the Swedish
heavy industry are related to several factors. Firstly there is quite a lot of sen-
sitive data that needs to be sent between individual actors, the data needs to be
kept confidential. The certificates are as mentioned in earlier sections used for
compliance’s and tracing errors and should hence be easily available while still
preserving the confidentiality and integrity of the data. Paper form certificates
provide integrity and confidentiality but the efficiency thereof is lacking to a
high extent. Therefore investigating how distributed ledger technologies may
be used to enhance the efficiency while still providing trustworthiness of the
data could ultimately result in significant gains in productivity and security for
the companies.
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DLTSolutions andRelatedWork

In the recent five to ten years there has been a huge increase in implementa-
tions using distributed ledger technology in different areas. When it comes
to distributed ledgers, one way of categorizing them is to divide them into
blockchain DLT and other DLT. Some of the most well known implementa-
tions are described and investigated into further detail in this chapter, as well
as previous usage in practical applications related to this work.

4.1 Blockchain Implementations
Characteristics for blockchain distributed ledger technology is the usage of
cryptographically linked blocks, the peer-to-peer network and distributed na-
ture. The following networks are the most well known and used implementa-
tions of blockchain technology. Several other exist, but these were considered
most relevant for understanding and producing an informed decision on what
would possibly be the best fit for the use case in the Swedish heavy industry.

Bitcoin Bitcoin is the most widely known and used blockchain technology,
the Bitcoin Core [1] has been utilized for several different solutions other than
its own cryptocurrency bitcoin. Bitcoin is public and permissionless, hence
available to anyone who wishes to maintain, participate or read. The Bitcoin
protocol utilize Proof of Work as consensus mechanism [63].

For Proof-of-Work in Bitcoin, creating a new block takes roughly 10 minutes
which limits the amount of transactions that can be committed. Resulting in
scalability issues some other consensus mechanisms try to handle. Bitcoin’s

24
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modularity is very low, it is however possible to deploy an own solution on
top of the bitcoin core, through connecting ones own solution with hashing to
the Bitcoin network. Committing transactions to the Bitcoin network infer a
transaction fee [21].

Ethereum Ethereum is a public and permissionless blockchain implemen-
tation much like Bitcoin. Ethereum expands on the idea of Bitcoin and is
built as a more generalized technology to permit developers to build upon the
Ethereum technology. Developers may for example deploy smart contracts
called Ethereum contracts. Ethereum is hence a bit more modular than Bit-
coin [14, 91].

Ethereum has a plan to switch from Proof of Work to Proof of Stake to provide
better scalability, this is not yet deployed and the current Ethereum network
use PoW suffering from the same disadvantages as of Bitcoin [21]. It is how-
ever possible to deploy a private testnet from Ethereumwith proof of authority
as consensus algorithm. The test network is only a test environment used to
test smart contracts and decentralized applications and cannot be used in pro-
duction.

Multichain Multichain is derived from the Bitcoin Core software as a more
modular blockchain solution where the type can be selected either as public or
private. Multichain uses its own consensus algorithm through a round robin
validation scheme. The consensus algorithm closely resemble the Proof of
Work used in Bitcoin but removes the complexity of the work so that it is
more of a formality [30]. The scalability and transaction speed of Multichain
depends on if the solution is deployed privately or publicly. Commercial usage
of Multichain require a commercial license starting at $25.000 per year [30,
21].

EOSIO EOSIO is a software than can be used to deploy an ownEOS blockchain.
EOSIO uses two layers of consensus, first a BFT consensus mechanism and
then a DPoS. It is possible to build decentralized applications on top of the
EOS blockchain maintained by R3 to fit specific needs [42]. EOSIO can be
deployed either as a public or private blockchain.

There are no transactions costs for EOSIO, however deploying DApps on EOS
blockchain and creating new accounts comes with a fee [21].
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Hyperledger Hyperledger is an open-source community, developing several
different frameworks and tools for blockchain deployment. Hyperledger was
created in 2015 by several global companies interested in the blockchain tech-
nology [12]. Hyperledger is hosted by the Linux Foundation and has the same
modular approach to hosting projects [37].

Hyperledger’smodular architecture enables enterprises to adopt the blockchain
technology to their specific needs. An overview of the frameworks and tools
can be seen in Figure 4.1whichHyperledger calls a “greenhouse” structure [12].
Describing all of the frameworks in detail is beyond this paper and only notable
frameworks and tools are presented.

Figure 4.1: The Hyperledger greenhouse structure. Image credit: Hyper-
ledger [12] (CC BY 4.0) [17]

Hyperledger adopt different alternatives for consensus mechanism depending
on framework, some of them include no consensus(no-op), Raft, Practical
Byzantines Fault Tolerance (pBFT) and Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET) [12].
Hyperledger networks are permissioned. Implementing smart contracts in Hy-
perledger is done though chaincode. Chaincodes are used for nodes to interact
with the ledger by invoking an update to the ledger or querying information
from it [21].

Hyperledger is available under the open source Apache 2.0 license [81] for its
codebase and CC BY 4.0 [17] for its content [12].

Frameworks and Tools
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• Hyperledger Fabric
Hyperledger Fabric is the flagship framework with a very modular de-
sign utilizing plug-and-play model for consensus and membership ser-
vices.

• Hyperledger Sawtooth
Hyperledger Sawtooth has several differences to Fabric but the core one
is that Sawtooth can be deployed as a permissionless blockchain while
Fabric cannot. Consensus mechanisms are also different from Fabric as
well as several properties that comes with it.

• Hyperledger Explorer
Explorer is a tool for visualizing the Hyperledger blockchain network
and its content through a web application.

4.2 Other DLT Implementations
The previous implementationsmentioned use traditional blockchain data struc-
ture and the distributed properties of a blockchain network. There are other
implementations derived from blockchain technology that uses some other
techniques and alternative ways of distributed ledger technologies, some of
which are presented in this section.

Corda Corda is a distributed ledger implementation which uses technology
similar to blockchain but instead of grouping transactions into blocks, each
transaction is itself part of the chain. Nodes in the Corda network only main-
tain information on a need-to-know basis ensuring privacy. The consensus
mechanisms can be chosen in the corda network, for example Raft or BFT.
Corda is permissioned, but can be deployed publicly or privately. Corda is
mainly focused on the financial industry [33, 60].

There are two different versions of Corda, one open-source version which is
free for both personal and commercial use and another one called Corda Enter-
prise. The open-source version is available under Apache license 2.0 [81, 60].

Openchain Openchain is an open-source distributed ledger technology, closely
related to blockchain. Openchain does however instead of blocks use transac-
tions directly aswith Corda and link them in the samemanner as blockchain [67].

Openchain uses partitioned consensus with each openchain instance having
one central authority to validate transactions. Each organization controls its
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own Openchain instance. Openchain instances can be connected to each other
to form a distributed network. The decentralization of an asset ledger is through
its connections with other instances [67].

The centralized nature of the off-chain data storage used in Openchain makes
strong immutability not provided by default. Openchain instances can how-
ever be anchored to a Bitcoin-compatible blockchain to store a hash of the
Openchain transactions [67].

Openchain is free of charge, including transaction fees and is licensed under
the Apache license 2.0 [81, 67].

4.3 Blockchain Services
Due to the increasing demand of blockchain and companies wanting to utilize
blockchain technology for their particular use cases several companies have
developed complete solutions. The solutions are developed to make it possible
for companies to utilize blockchain technology without having to put effort
into developing an own solution.

Azure Blockchain Service Microsoft Azure Blockchain Service provides a
complete solution intended for several different usages. The Azure Blockchain
Service is built on top of Ethereum and creates a virtual network to isolate de-
ployed systems from the public. The network is a private consortium network
with users and administrators. The administrators monitor and control the net-
work to their desires, the consensus is centralized to the administrators [8].

Microsoft Azure Blockchain Service is not open-source but has no cost for
developing a prototype system. Deployment cost is dependent on number of
nodes, transactions and off-chain storage [8].

AmazonQuantumLedgerDatabase Amazon’sQuantumLedgerDatabase
(QLDB) offer immutable data storage for a central authority. The central au-
thority may utilize QLDB as a third party validator of the data. QLDB is
a distributed database maintained by amazon web service where users may
store data for a fee [3].
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4.4 Related Work
There are extensive research conducted in the context of blockchain technol-
ogy and it has been several implemented or proposed solutions in different
areas. The areas include but are not limited to: the financial sector, supply
chain management, Internet-of-Things and distributed storage.

The American company GE Aviation’s Digital Group, developed a solution
for the documentation of aircraft components and their historical data using
Microsoft Azure Blockchain Service [57]. Similar to how blockchain could
be used to enhance the Swedish heavy industry supply chain management.
The solution is composed of a central repository of data that can be shared to
users [57]. The company serves as a central authority for providing the digi-
talized documentation and therefore consumers need to trust the company and
its product. There are other areas in which Azure Blockchain Service has been
used including, J.P. Morgan [16], Singapore Airlines [58] and Starbucks [90].

The whole supply chainmanagement process has been investigated and several
solutions have been proposed. Primarily focusing on efficiency of financial as-
pects such as determining supply and demand [95, 19]. Guardtime SCM [79]
is an implemented solution in the context of enhancing the whole supply chain
management process. Guardtime SCM focuses on the entire supply chain
management and adopting such a systemmight be a very complex task in itself.

Traceability is probably the most investigated area within the supply chain of
food and products. The whitepaper written by Project Provenance Ltd [54], il-
lustrates on a high level an unimplemented prototype on how to use blockchain
technology to enable secure traceability of product certificates in the supply
chain. Hyperledger Fabric has been investigated in several case studies as a
solution for traceability of different products. Two of them include the trace-
ability of conflicting materials in Rwanda [35] and the traceability of food
products at Walmart [36].

Furthermore, several researchers investigate the usage of Internet-of-Things
(IoT) devices in order to record product data throughout the supply chain. Such
investigations put high focus on lightweight blockchain implementations in
order to cope with the high amount of data being transferred [23, 93, 75].
The papers also depend on the IoT devices to record the data and does try to
automate the whole process which might be difficult for companies to adopt.

Research on blockchain technology for IoT does to a large extent concern data
gathering devices that communicate within a system. These systems could
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benefit from blockchain technology by improving the data management. An
important aspect that is of concern to these kind of systems are the complex-
ity of hardware that IoT devices often does not possess. Another concern is
the efficiency and security of such devices. There are several authors that try
to address these issues with IoT devices by providing frameworks, proof of
concepts and alternative solutions [78, 73, 53, 86].

Data storage is another area in which blockchain technology are used to create
trustless, immutable and secure databases. Sia [80] and Storj [41] are two fully
deployed examples of decentralized storage using blockchain technology.

There are also investigations regarding other distributed ledger technologies
apart from blockchain. BigchainDB is an implementation of distributed ledger
technology that has blockchain properties such as immutability and decentral-
ization. BigchainDB is a combination of centralized databases and blockchain
technology where the system has some properties of a blockchain network
such as decentralization, immutability and owner controlled assets [28].

IOTA is another non-blockchain implementation of distributed ledger tech-
nology that uses directed acyclic graphs to create immutable records of data.
IOTA is specifically designed for Internet-of-Things devices [71].

An off-chain blockchain storage system proposed by Hoang Giang and Wee
Keong [20] illustrates how data can be stored by using references to the data
on-chain while using a distributed hash table to store the encrypted files off-
chain.
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Methods

To ensure this investigation follows scientific best practices and provide ameans
of validating the results, there are several decisions that are made with regards
to the research methods used. This chapter presents why certain decisions are
made and why the methods and methodologies chosen are considered most
suitable for the research at hand.

5.1 Research Methodology
Exploring how information technology can be used to enhance and streamline
the process of data management in the Swedish heavy industry supply chain
should be done by exploring concepts and theories on distributed systems and
how these can provide certain benefits in a particular context. Research where
understanding and exploring are used to develop theories or computer systems
is often referred to as qualitative research methodology [32, 56].

Qualitative research often makes use of smaller data sets in comparison to
quantitative research, which along with the descriptive nature of qualitative
research makes qualitative research a better suited methodology than quanti-
tative. Another characteristic that makes qualitative research well suited is that
the researcher is the primary data collector and analyzer. In this research it is
necessary to understand and investigate different systems and technologies to
conclude which solution is best suited for the problem at hand [32].

Gathering data and building concepts or developing computer systems is an
inductive procedure used in qualitative research. Rather than testing and ex-
perimenting on a known solution this work should induce a solution by the
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knowledge gained in the field [56].

Since the research will be conducted in the context of the Swedish heavy in-
dustry supply chain management, a case study is a particularly suited research
design. Case study seeks to study a contemporary phenomena in its natural
context [77]. Case study is chosen since it is well suited for exploring the effi-
ciency and trustworthiness of data management in the context of the Swedish
heavy industry. The research has no predetermined outcome and wishes to an-
swer the question of how improvements can be made in this particular context
which makes it an exploratory case study [77, 87].

5.1.1 Data Collection
The certificate data that the project aims to manage will be altered to ensure
it is possible to replicate the case study. The certificates will be modeled as
close to real world as possible, for the system to be used interchangeably with
real world data. Providing a system that works for the data it is developed for
while maintaining the confidentiality of real world data.

Throughout the work, several unstructured interviews were conducted with
Chaintraced and Hidden Dreams. Unstructured interviews are much like a
conversation with no predetermined questions but rather used to gain a deeper
understanding of the overall situation [32, 77]. Unstructured interviews are
preferred in this research since the research itself depend on the perception
and collaboration from interviewees and their customers.

The interviews lay the groundwork for most of the requirements and some of
the analysis aspects of the research. Resulting in a close collaboration with the
interested parties and important aspects to consider when deciding on solution.

5.1.2 Scope and Limitations
Apart from the limitations mentioned in the introduction, the literature study
revealed several tools and frameworks that could be used to formally model
distributed ledgers, for example, ProVerif [11] and Tamarin [9]. The usage
of these tools are however considered out of scope for this thesis due to the
exploratory nature.
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5.2 Development Methodology
When developing computer systems there is a need for a structural approach
to achieve relevant results. A structural approach to develop computer systems
is called a software process, which works as a framework for the activities, ac-
tions and tasks that are required to develop the system [72]. A generic process
framework consists of five main activities, communication, planning, model-
ing, construction and deployment. The sequence in time of the activities are
called the process flow. There are a number of different process flows that
executes the activities in different phases these include, linear process flow, it-
erative process flow, evolutionary process flow and parallel process flow [72].

A process model is an overarching framework for applying different emphasis
on the activities and definitions of a process flow. The process model is used
to structure the development and strive towards improved software. There
are a number of software process divided into 6 categories depending on the
characteristics, prescriptive, sequential, incremental, concurrent, personal and
team as well as agile [72].

The software development process model used in this project is based on the
agile development process. Agile development is chosen due to the agility
it provides. Changes in requirements or development during the course of
the project are possible and, together with the iterative nature, makes agile
development a particularly well suited model.
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Initial requirements

Literature study

Problem specifics

Initial Proposed
Solutions Adapt Requirements Development

Testing and
evaluation

Satisfactory
Next solution

Figure 5.1: Project development cycle. Image credit: Author

The development process follows the iterative execution shown in Figure 5.1.
When initial requirements and a proposed solution is found several iterations
are conducted where the requirements adapt during the course of development.
When a satisfactory implementation is developed, a centralized database is
implemented to compare and test against a baseline solution.
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Requirements Analysis

To make an informed decision regarding framework or solution that would be
the best fit for the use case in the Swedish heavy industry several requirements
are set up. The requirements analysis is based on the problem definition as
well as interviews with Hidden Dreams and Chaintraced. The requirements
analysis is conducted iteratively throughout the project work to make sure the
requirements are consistent with how a solution should work. Features and
properties that HiddenDreams andChaintraced are interested in for a proposed
system are listed below [6, 5, 52].

• Immutability of recorded data.

• Integrity and confidentiality of private information.

• Performance of the system, including transaction speed and scalability.

• Traceability of recorded data.

• Cost effectiveness.

• Feasibility for use by actors in the supply chain.

The requirements are divided into functional and non-functional requirements
and based on the above listed features and properties.

6.1 Functional Requirements
The functional requirements of the system are all requirements related to the
usage of the system and what capabilities it should have. In particular, require-
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ments concerning the relationships andmanagement between input and output.
The requirements are set up entirely in discussions with Hidden Dreams and
are important parts of the existing system that should be present in a proposed
solution to increase value for the actors in the supply chain.

The system should be able to provide the following:

1. The system should store certificate data in a traceable way, each version
of a certificate should have the possibility to trace back to its origin.

2. The system should be scalable, while the systemmight not be developed
as such, the proposed system should have the possibility to scale to large
amount of transactions and actors.

3. The proposed solution should have requests related to adding, updating
and fetching relevant data from the data storage, including the possibility
to verify that data exists on the ledger.

To evaluate the functional requirement several tests are performed on the sys-
tem, particularly tests related to querying and updating the database system.
But also performance tests to test the scalability of the system. The perfor-
mance tests are also the baseline for the comparison and evaluation of the
centralized database solution.

6.2 Non-functional Requirements
The non-functional requirements include properties and guarantees of the sys-
tem that should be met to make the system trustworthy, secure and feasible.

The system should have the following properties:

1. The system should provide immutability either for the certificates as a
whole or of a calculated hash thereof. A weaker requirement could also
be enough, such that the system should ensure that tampering with data
can be detected and proved.

2. The system should store confidential data in an inaccessible way for
unauthorized users. Unauthorized users should not be able to see plain-
text nor infer who committed a particular transaction.

3. To preserve feasibility the system should not have to be ran by every
actor in the supply chain, but the possibility of doing so should still be
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present. The system should also be cost effective, for the system to be
usable by Chaintraced and its customers.

To validate the non-functional requirements the system is evaluated through
both theory and tests. The tests are related to showing the possibility for actors
to alter the data and infer sensitive information. The evaluation of feasibility
and cost effectiveness is primarily discussed based on the theory behind the
solution.

6.3 Solutions Considered
In Appendix F the main components and variables considered when choosing
a solution is presented with relation to the possible solutions in Chapter 3.
Some of them might still be worth to consider in future work. But frameworks
that have transaction fees or are not open source is deemed unfeasible for the
research in question, including: Amazon Quantum Ledger Database, Azure
Blockchain Service, EOSIO, Multichain, Sia, BigchainDB and Storj.

The nature of a business to business solution with confidentiality preserva-
tion makes public and permissionless solutions nonviable since they are open
do anyone who wishes to manage it. Public blockchains include Bitcoin and
Ethereum, in addition to being publicly available they also have performance
issues which further deemed them unfeasible as a proposed solution.

Hyperledger, Openchain and Corda stand out and are presented into more de-
tail below. A summary of their properties can be seen in Table 6.1.

Property Hyperledger Openchain Corda
Type Modular Priv-Permissioned Priv-Permissioned
Modularity High Low Low
Open-source Yes Yes Yes
Scalability High High High
Transaction Speed High High High
Transaction Fees No No No
Confidentiality High High High

Table 6.1: Properties of most relevant frameworks considered.

Openchain has good business to business properties such as a client-server
network, actors communicate directly with each other and store sensitive in-
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formation in an inaccessible way for other unauthorized parties. Openchain is
however deemed unfeasible due to the modularity concern, the main objective
of Openchain is handling transactions related to financial industry and mov-
ing funds in a network. Openchain’s lack of documentation is also a factor
as well as its property of a client-server network where not all actors have the
possibility to show insensitive public information.

Corda was initially considered a good option for a proposed solution. How-
ever two critical factors made it less favorable to the chosen framework. Firstly
Corda is focused on the financial industry similar to Openchain, with lower
modularity when it comes to developing a solution to fit this use case in par-
ticular. Secondly data is only exchanged in a need to know basis ensuring pri-
vacy in a good way, but the proposed system’s traceability requirement makes
it more suitable to have insensitive data available to everyone in the network.

While all of the solutions presented in chapter 4 are investigated and consid-
ered the solutions all have some disadvantage against the chosen framework,
Hyperledger Fabric. Hyperledger Fabric has several possibilities that are not
available in other solutions found in this research. In particular, the possibil-
ities of the modular structure of Hyperledger Fabric, offer the possibility to
explore a solution to fit the use case and requirements to the best extent.

Hyperledger Fabric has different possibilities for privacy, utilizing channels
or private data collections. Two possible Hyperledger implementations are
considered and one of them chosen due to the best fit for the requirements.

The first Hyperledger solution considered is by using channels to preserve con-
fidentiality and private data as depicted in Figure 6.1. The solution would
make it possible for each actor P1, P2 and so forth to have its own databases
with different organizations connected through the channels. The data be-
tween different clients would be private from any other non-authorized user
and it would be possible to share data with other channels.
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Figure 6.1: Model of a Hyperledger network utilizing multiple channels to
preserve confidentiality. Image credit: Author

While a Hyperledger Fabric solution utilizing multiple channels could be im-
plemented to suit the requirements, being a member of several channels makes
public data more difficult to distribute and the traceability would suffer. The
other and chosen option makes use of private data collections to preserve con-
fidentiality of sensitive data. The solution is presented in more detail in the
following section.

6.4 Chosen Solution
There are several properties of Hyperledger Fabric which make it a suitable
framework for producing a proof of concept implementation. Modularity is
one of the primary ones, making it possible to alter the network as per use case
requirements. This includes modularity when it comes to consensus, private
data and decentralization.
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The consensus algorithm used in Hyperledger Fabric utilize two core nodes,
endorsers and orderers. Decisions regarding the amount of endorsers and or-
derers the consensus algorithm should use is modular and can therefore change
the performance of the system accordingly [39]. Doing so does however alter
the availability, scalability and immutability of the chain, which is elaborated
in the results section.

Endorsers in Hyperledger Fabric are nodes that are used to validate a transac-
tion in the network. Endorsers compute the transaction in order to validate it
and if the transaction is valid the endorser signs it. The amount of endorsers
that need to sign a transaction is dependent on the so called endorsement pol-
icy set up in the network configuration. Orderers are individual nodes that are
not used by actors but rather as a service for the network to reach consensus
as well as appending blocks to the chain [39]. The following section will go
through the consensus mechanism or transaction flow to be more precise.

6.4.1 Transaction Flow
The transaction flow in Hyperledger Fabric consists of three phases. In the
first phase, a transaction proposal is sent from a peer to a subset of peers that
are now called endorsers. The endorsers will invoke the smart contract and
produce a proposed ledger update signed by the endorser. The proposed update
is returned as a proposal response to the client [39].

In the second phase the client submits a transaction containing the endorsed
transaction proposal responses to an ordering service node. The ordering ser-
vice node is selected by the Raft algorithm and is responsible for collecting
the proposed transaction updates, order them and package into blocks [39].

The third phase is where the blocks are added to the ledger and the state of
all peers changes. The blocks are initially distributed by the selected orderer
to all peers connected to it. If a peer is not connected to the specific orderer
it receives the blocks from other peers using a gossip protocol. Each peer
validates the distributed blocks by ensuring that the endorsement policy has
been fulfilled and that the transactions has not been invalidated by other recent
transactions. When a peer is done processing a block, the peer adds it to its
ledger. Since the ordering service makes sure the ledgers will remain the same,
all peers have finally updated their ledger with the transactions put into blocks
on the chain [39].
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6.4.2 Proposed Network Architecture
The network should consist of six peers, four private data collections and,
initially a single orderer. Chaincode should be deployed on the network for
each peer to communicate with the ledger. Only one of the peers should be
able to write but the solution should be feasible for any actor to maintain a
peer for their own organization. However, due to the feasibility concern, it is
chosen to explore how Hyperledger can maintain a distributed record of the
certificates without requiring every organization to use a node to append data
to the ledger.

Private data collections are chosen as a mean to ensure specific data only re-
mains visible for certain parties. The main peer has access to all transactions
and in this proof of concept can be seen as an administrator peer.

P1
P2 P4

P3

P5

Channel

P0

Chaintraced
Admin

AC AC AC AC AC

A

Figure 6.2: Network flow model using Hyperledger Fabric, utilizing a single
channel and an administrating organization. Image credit: Author

Themodeled network can be seen in Figure 6.2. Px are all peers in the network,
one peer per client, the peers can be distributed in the cloud and maintained by
a single org, in this case P0. Each client sends the certificate data to the central
authority (P0). P0 adds the private certificate data to a private data collection
involving the peers that are connected to it. P0 also adds public data along
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with a hash to the private data on-chain. The private data collection results
in peers (P1-5) having their own private states which only they can see. Each
actor uses a client application (AC) to read-only data from the ledger where
the hash can be validated or if authorized, the full certificate can be viewed.

The involved state databases can be seen in Figure 6.3. Each peer holds the
private states they are involved in as well as the public state of the network.
Org0 peer has access to all private data collections.

Public state

Private state #1
(Org0-Org1-Org2)

Private state #2
(Org0-Org2-Org3)

Private state #3
(Org0-Org3-Org4)

Private state #4
(Org0-Org4-Org5)

Channel

Org0 - Peer

Private state #1
(Org0-Org1-Org2)

Public state

Org1 - Peer

Private state #1
(Org0-Org1-Org2)

Public state

Org2 - Peer

Private state #2
(Org0-Org2-Org3)

Private state #2
(Org0-Org2-Org3)

Public state

Org3 - Peer

Private state #3
(Org0-Org3-Org4)

Private state #3
(Org0-Org3-Org4)

Public state

Org4 - Peer

Private state #4
(Org0-Org4-Org5)

Private state #4
(Org0-Org4-Org5)

Public state

Org5 - Peer

Figure 6.3: Private data collection states and world states of the chosen solu-
tion. Image credit: Author

The initial data model can be seen in Figure 6.4. The Private data should be
present in the private data collection of each involved peer, while the public
data should be available to every peer in the network. The data model is mod-
ular to a high extent, any transaction data could be either public or private
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within the network. Hence any private or public label of a property may be
changed according to what should be considered sensitive or not.

Certificate

Private Data

Order ID type:string

Timestamp type:string

Customer type:string

Amount type:string

Input certificate(s) hash
type:string

Public Data

Product ID type:string

ChargeID type:string

Characteristics

Chemical Composition

Properties

Test Data

Hash to private data 
type:string

Object:Characteristics

Diameter = value
Length = value
Mass = value

Object:Chemical Composition

Element1 = amount
Element2 = amount
Element3 = amount
Element4 = amount

Object:Mechanical Properties

Tensile strength = amount
Stress = amount
Proof of load = amount
Hardness = amount

Object:Test Data

Tensile Test = {quantity, result}
Stress Test = {quantity, result}
Proof load Test = {quantity, result}
Hardness Test = {quantity, result}

Figure 6.4: The initial data model, derived from a sample certificate. Image
credit: Author

6.4.3 Trusted Computing Base
It is assumed that the administration peer should be trusted to not alter the
whole chain. However the only way of altering the chain is to shut down and
restart the whole network, which can easily be detected by other organizations
by validating the timestamp in the header.
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Implementation

To implement and test the proposed solution it is implemented as a proof-of-
concept where each node is ran on a single computer. The proposed blockchain
solution is simulated as six different nodes on a single computer using Hy-
perledger Fabric. The Hyperledger Fabric network utilizes Docker [40] and
CouchDB [25] and therefore the baseline solution is implemented using the
same systems to be able to compare them in a relevant and equivalent way.

Neither of the implementations include a user interface nor application but
uses the Hyperledger command line interface (CLI) to interact with the net-
work and and all communication with the central database is done through
shell commands. Deciding not to implement an application is due to the fact
that the research question is of exploratory nature and the system should not
be viewed as production ready. It is still possible to test all parts of the system
through the Hyperledger Fabric CLI.

7.1 Hyperledger Fabric Solution
The proposed solution is implemented by using the test-network provided by
Hyperledger Fabric’s Github-repository [38]. The test-network consists of two
peers and one orderer. Modifications to several configurations are hence re-
quired to modify the network to fit the use case. Each organization require
its own configuration, such as policies, endpoints, crypto and docker-compose
configurations. Private data collections are implemented through chaincode
and a collection configuration file. The Hyperledger test-network architecture
and components configured can be seen in Figure 7.1. The numbers indicate
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in what order the respective instruction is executed and the red lines indicate
the final connections within docker and the blockchain.
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Figure 7.1: Test network architectural diagram. Image credit: Author

The architectural diagram in Figure 7.1 illustrates the creation of the blockchain
network and most of the parts that are configured to set up the network. Re-
call that the basic test network is set up using two organizations, hence the
configuration scripts, as well as shell scripts provided by Hyperledger Fabric
test-network, are reconfigured to four additional organizations. The configura-
tions are also dependent on the tests that are performed which are presented in
later sections, hence the configurations are also changed depending on setup.
The chaincode is developed to fit the use case requirements as well as the data
model presented in Figure 6.4. Source code for the implementation with all
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configurations are made publicly available at Github1.

The test-network uses cryptogen to generate key material such as certificates
and identities for the peers and orderers in the network. A production net-
work would not be using cryptogen but have separate certificate authorities
that generate and hold the key materials for the organizations in the network.

7.1.1 Network Structure
The network is initially setup using a single orderer which works for this proof
of concept but is generally not a recommended way of deploying a production
network. For testing purposes two more orderers are added to evaluate scala-
bility and crash tolerance of the system.

The network architecture is created as modeled in Figure 6.2 in Chapter 6.

The six different peers are:

1. Main organization peer, the administrator peer of the network, can write,
update and read certificates and hash’s on the ledger.

2. Raw material organization peer, the first actor in the supply chain, is a
member of one private data collection (PDC), together with main and
processor organizations.

3. Processor organization peer, second actor in the chain, is a member of
two private data collections, one for each connection in the specific sup-
ply chain.

4. Producer organization peer, third actor, member of two private data col-
lections, similar to processor organization.

5. Distributor organization peer, fourth actor, also member of two private
data collections.

6. Assembler organization peer, fifth actor in the supply chain. Member of
one collection involving the distributor and main organizations.

The channel configuration is defined by YAML script called configtx, while
the whole script is reconfigured to a large extent, listing 7.1 show the modified
profile used by configtxgen to create the genesis block and channel configura-
tion transaction.

1https://github.com/admredbeard/Hyperledger_Fabric_PoC

https://github.com/admredbeard/Hyperledger_Fabric_PoC
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Profiles :
NetworkOrdererGenesis :

<<: * ChannelDefaults
Orderer :

<<: * OrdererDefaults
Organizations :

- * OrdererOrg
Capabilities :

<<: * OrdererCapabilities
Consortiums :

SampleConsortium :
Organizations :

- * MainOrg
- * RawMaterialOrg
- * ProcessorOrg
- * ProducerOrg
- * DistributorOrg
- * AssemblerOrg

NetworkChannel :
Consortium : SampleConsortium
<<: * ChannelDefaults
Application :

<<: * ApplicationDefaults
Organizations :

- * MainOrg
- * RawMaterialOrg
- * ProcessorOrg
- * ProducerOrg
- * DistributorOrg
- * AssemblerOrg

Capabilities :
<<: * ApplicationCapabilities

Listing 7.1: Channel configuration profile.

The profile contains properties that are defined by other lines of codes in the
script. Organization capabilities with policies and anchor peers for MainOrg
are defined as shown in Listing 7.2.
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- & MainOrg
Name : MainOrgMSP

# ID to load the MSP definition as
ID: MainOrgMSP

MSPDir : ../ organizations / peerOrganizations /
mainorg . network . com / msp

# Policies defines the set of policies
# at this level of the config tree
Policies :

Readers :
Type : Signature
Rule : "OR(’ MainOrgMSP . admin ’,

’ MainOrgMSP .peer ’,
’ MainOrgMSP . client ’)"

Writers :
Type : Signature
Rule : "OR(’ MainOrgMSP . admin ’,

’ MainOrgMSP . client ’)"
Admins :

Type : Signature
Rule : "OR(’ MainOrgMSP . admin ’)"

Endorsement :
Type : Signature
Rule : "OR(’ MainOrgMSP .peer ’)"

AnchorPeers :
# AnchorPeers defines the location of peers
# which can be used
- Host : peer0 . mainorg . network . com

Port : 7051

Listing 7.2: Main organization MSP configuration sample.

The MSPDir defines where the key material for the main organization’s mem-
bership service provider is stored. The MSP is used to make peers recogniz-
able in the network and to prove its validity. The configurations defines the
policies that the organization follows and which peer belongs to the organi-
zation. The MSP hence control what permissions each role has as well as
mapping identities with roles in the organization. The above listings are only
fragments of the configuration and additional samples can be seen on Github2.

2https://github.com/admredbeard/Hyperledger_Fabric_PoC

https://github.com/admredbeard/Hyperledger_Fabric_PoC
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7.1.2 Features and Operations
Chaincode restricts what data can be written to, and read from the ledger as
well as who has permissions towrite. The chaincode includes seven operations
that can be invoked by peers in the network. These operations communicate
with the ledger and appends or retrieves information from it. The chaincode is
where the most of the written code is implemented and what defines this proof
of concept.

Hyperledger Fabric provides a contract API to develop chaincode, the API
contains several functions that are used to communicate with and access the
ledger. The full API documentation is available online [22].

Invoking chaincode operations that alter the chain is currently restricted to
peers in the main organization in the chaincode itself. Querying the ledger is
however supported for all organizations and nodes.

Creating and proposing an update to the ledger with new certificate data is
done by invoking the chaincode operation “NewCertificate”. The code for
“NewCertificate” can be seen in Appendix D, all error handlers are removed
in order to make the code more easily readable. “ctx” is the contract api used
for communication with the ledger. The operation initially checks which or-
ganization proposed the update as shown in Listing 7.3.

mspID , err := ctx . GetClientIdentity (). GetMSPID ()
if mspID != " MainOrgMSP "{

return fmt . Errorf (" Only MainOrgMSP can create ")
}

Listing 7.3: Code sample restricting invoke.

If the client does not belong to the main organization the function returns an
error indicating that only main organization may invoke the operation. An
invocation from main organization continues by fetching the certificate data
through the transient field, the data is formatted as shown in Appendix B.
Listing 7.4 shows how the input is fetched and decoded to Golang struct called
“certificateInput”.

transMap , err := ctx . GetStub (). GetTransient ()

transientCertJSON , ok := transMap [" certificate "]
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certificateInput := certificateTransientInput {}
err = json . Unmarshal ( transientCertificateJSON ,

& certificateInput )

Listing 7.4: Get input from transient field.

The input is additionally checked by another function to make sure certain
properties are followed and the attributes are correct. The certificate ID is
also used to check that the certificate is not already present on the ledger. The
public data of the input is then mapped to a certificate struct and converted to
JSON before proposed as an update on the ledger as shown in Listing 7.5. The
temp values are dependent on the input since the input certificates may or may
not contain the values and are therefore default to empty.

certificate := & CertificateAsset {
ObjectType : " Certificate ",
ProductID : certificateInput . ProductID ,
PreviousProductIDs : [] string {0: ""},
Charge : certificateInput . Charge ,
Attributes : tempCharacteristics ,
Composition : tempChemicalComposition ,
Properties : tempMechanicalProperties ,

}

certJSONasBytes , err := json . Marshal ( certificate )

err = ctx . GetStub (). PutState ( certificateInput .
ProductID , certJSONasBytes )

Listing 7.5: Map input to public data and propose update.

The NewCertificate function lastly infers the private data collection (PDC)
by checking which organization created the certificate through “certificateIn-
put.Initiator” and appends the private data to that PDC. The last operations can
be seen in Listing 7.6.

txTime , err := ctx . GetStub (). GetTxTimestamp ()

_, pdc , err := GetPDCName ( certificateInput .
Initiator )

certPrivateDetails := & CertificatePrivateDetails {
ObjectType : " CertificatePrivateDetails ",
ProductID : certificateInput . ProductID ,
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OrderID : certificateInput . OrderID ,
Initiator : certificateInput . Initiator ,
Customer : certificateInput . Customer ,
Amount : certificateInput . Amount ,
Timestamp : time . Unix ( txTime . GetSeconds () , int64 (

txTime . GetNanos ())). String () ,
}
certificatePrivateDetailsAsBytes , err := json .

Marshal ( certPrivateDetails )

err = ctx . GetStub (). PutPrivateData (pdc ,
certificateInput . ProductID ,
certificatePrivateDetailsAsBytes )

Listing 7.6: Map input to private data and propose update to private state.

When the operation finishes with a status of “ok”, it has added the certificate
to the ledger and the private data to each organizations private state.

Updating an existing certificate is done by invoking “UpdateCertificate”, which
essentially does the same operations as “NewCertificate” but with key differ-
ences such as appending historical data to the updated certificate if the data is
not changed by the update input.

Querying a specific certificate is done by querying “ReadCertificate” which
queries the ledger and returns the public certificate data to the client. Any
organization that wishes to ensure that private data is recorded on the ledger
may invoke “GetCertificateHash” resulting in private data hash being returned.
All implemented operations can be seen in Appendix C.

7.2 Baseline Solution
The baseline solution is implemented as a central database using CouchDB
deployed in a docker container. The system uses python to query and update
the database. The baseline solution includes the private data but is however
not distributed to any other organization but a single administrator. Hence
preserving the confidentiality of the data from other unauthorized access.

Three critical operations are implemented:

• Adding a new certificate, adds a certificate and all content to the database.

• Updating an existing certificate, updates the database and keeps the old
version of the certificate.
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• Fetching certificates, gets all certificate data from the database.

The baseline solution is kept very simple with few guarantees to any of the re-
quirements of the proposed system. It is decided to only compare performance
metrics that are presented in the next section, hence the baseline solution is not
tested extensively when it comes to for example security.

7.3 Evaluation
The systems are mainly evaluated using tests, either automated or manual tests
performed on the systems. The automated tests for the Hyperledger Fabric
solution are implemented using Python and its subprocess module to exe-
cute shell commands. The baseline solution tests are invoked by using the
CouchDB api in Python. The test data is modeled as seen in Figure 6.4 to
depict the properties of a certificate as close to real world as possible as seen
in Appendix A. Creating transactions to the ledger and centralized database
without measuring performance is done by creating randomized certificate
data while performance measurements append the same certificate data only
changing the ID.

Tests for validating the integrity and availability are done by performing single
tests on the Hyperledger Fabric network, shown in Appendix E.1. Some single
tests are also conducted to ensure the baseline solution works as expected,
these tests can be seen in Appendix E.2.

Hyperledger Explorer is used to verify several aspects of the tests such as
block validity, transaction success and endorsement policy failures. Hyper-
ledger Explorer makes it easy to overview the network as well as to view in-
formation regarding the transactions and blocks. CouchDB also provides an
interface called Fauxton, which makes it possible to view a single organiza-
tions databases.

Both implementations are built and tested using the same hardware:

Laptop running windows OS and WSL2 with ubuntu 18.4
CPU: i7-3537U @ 2.00 GHZ
RAM: 8GB
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7.3.1 Performance Tests
It became evident when starting to test the network that the computer used
was a bottleneck when it comes to performance. Therefore each performance
test is ran with as few other processes in the background as possible to make
the measurements comparable. The three main tests for evaluating the perfor-
mance of the systems are:

• Creating 1000 new certificates.

• Updating 1000 existing certificates.

• Fetching 1000 certificates.

Time is measure at 50 certificate intervals. Several different configurations of
Hyperledger are used to test the scaleability of the proposed solution. Each
of the performance tests are performed at least once for each of the different
configurations and the time it takes to execute the tests is recorded in order to
be able to compare the performance of the system with the baseline solution.

1. Using 1 orderer and 1 endorser.

2. Using 1 orderer and 6 endorsers.

3. Using 3 orderers and 1 endorser.

4. Using 3 orderers and 6 endorsers.

7.3.2 Edge Cases
Additional tests are performed on the proposed system to evaluate aspects such
as scalability, security and confidentiality.

• Availability and liveness properties of the system are tested by terminat-
ing some of the nodes while still creating transactions to the system.

• Security is tested by performing actions related to misuse, unauthorized
access and modification. These tests include modifying an individual
peers state database and performing actions which would result in in-
correct certificates being added to the ledger.

• The state database for each peermay bemodified directly throughCouchDB
Fauxton, the implications of doing so are tested in order to determine
the impact it has on the world state. This is done by modifying the state
database of one peer and performing queries from other peers.
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Test Results and Analysis

Validating the security of blockchain technologies and proving the properties
and guarantees to be formally correct is an extensive task in itself and con-
sidered out of scope for this thesis. However informal tests are used to prove
some of these properties, tested either manually or through code. The results
are based on all tests performed as well as theoretical information gathered
throughout the thesis.

8.1 Performance Results
The results of the performance tests mentioned in Chapter 6 are presented in
this section. It should be noted that due to the issues with hardware, these mea-
surements should be taken lightly, mostly showing the relationship between
the solutions and settings not as per benchmarking of Hyperledger Fabric nor
CouchDB.

The measured performance for creating from 50 to 1000 certificates is shown
in Figure 8.1. The results show the outcome of the four different configura-
tions of the Hyperledger Fabric solution as well as the comparison with the
centralized database.

54
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Figure 8.1: Create certificate performance measurements. EP = Endorsing
Peers

The performance of creating new certificates using one endorser gives far bet-
ter performance than using six. However using a single endorser means that
only a single organization signs the transaction, requiring high trust in the
node invoking the transaction. The different configurations of one and three
orderers does not seem to affect the outcome extensively and is therefore in
the following diagrams not distinguished from each other. While all configu-
rations are tested when updating and fetching certificates, only the ones with a
single orderer are shown in the following figures. The results from performing
1000 update operations are shown in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: Update certificate performance measurements.

The results are similar to creating, certificates which are to be expected since
every update creates a copy of the certificate and appends it to the ledger.

The final performance tests are fetch operations and the results are shown in
Figure 8.3. Fetching certificates does not have anything to do with endorsers
and therefore the performance metrics are shown for the Hyperledger Fabric
solution and for the baseline solution. Fetching certificates, as with “create”
and “update”, are also quite more complex than performing similar operations
on a centralized database.
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Figure 8.3: Query certificate performance measurements.

As per the scalability requirement the performance does not depend on the
amount of transactions, which can be seen by the linear performance of all
presented metrics. The scalability also does not depend on the amount of total
peers in the network. However, it is dependent on the endorsement policy set
up for a solution. The performance metrics of create and update show that
increased numbers of endorsers result in worse performance. A transaction is
visible on the ledger every two seconds due to the block creation time being
set to two seconds. This can be increased or decreased by any means and is
therefore not considered a factor in the performance of the system.

8.2 Security Analysis
Confidentiality of the system is preserved by the use of private data collections.
Private data is only shared between authorized parties. The data is send in so
called transient field, this data is not distributed throughout the network but
only peer to peer. The information does not go through the ordering service
either but is simply distributed peer to peer in the network of authorized users.

The tests for integrity and immutability, performed by manipulating the state
database of individual peers, did not have any effect on the world state. How-
ever, a peer could still see its own modifications by querying the ledger. If a
record is deleted from a peers state database, that peer can no longer view that
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certificate. The peer can however restore its database by removing the volume
data and resetting itself, this updates the state database to the world state and
the peer could again view the certificate with valid information. A peer that
does not have a state database consistent with the world state can not endorse
any transactions. Peers that are required by the endorsement policy to sign
transactions would invalidate transactions if the peer is faulty. Such a peer
should be detected and fixed by the above mentioned method.

8.3 Complexity Analysis
The proposed solution is simple for an organization to utilize and should not
require an extensive installation. The implementation does, at its current state,
not include an application that allows simple user interactions, Hyperledger
Fabric does however provide SDK’s for integration with a web application.
Implementing an application to be used with the blockchain would be neces-
sary for the system to be properly usable by actors in the supply chain.

The complexity of utilizing the system increases a lot if an organization wishes
to maintain its own node, this would however be a more secure solution. The
network would be distributed across different organizations without a single
organization maintaining it.

8.4 Immutability and Availability Properties
The system is developed with feasibility in mind and does therefore not require
an actor to set up its own node. Hence if no actor decides to set up its own
node, the main organization has full control of the system. For an independent
organization in the proposed system to add a certificate, it needs to “tell” the
main organization to do so, by for example sending it through an application.

Trust between the main organization and the other organizations are of key
importance. However the immutability requirement is preserved as long as
the main organization does not bring down the whole network. Even if the
network is brought down, the weaker requirement still holds since an actor
has the possibility to validate transactions on the chain. Validation can be
done through either checking that it is present and correct on the ledger or by
checking the timestamp of the block in its header.

It is also impossible to alter a historical record without invalidating every con-
secutive record. Thismeans the records are immutable as long as organizations
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keep the hashes or timestamps of the stored ledger data elsewhere. Single data
points stored on the ledger cannot be changed without altering the whole net-
work and this makes it easy for organizations to detect such attempts to modify
the ledger.

Increasing the amount of endorsing peers by changing the endorsement pol-
icy, increases the validity of the information added to the ledger. However,
this comes at the cost of computing time as well as availability complications.
If a required endorsing peer goes offline, the transaction cannot be committed
to the ledger. Using a single orderer is not recommended when deploying a
production network since this would create a single point of failure; no trans-
actions can be committed if the orderer goes offline. Higher availability can
be achieved by using several orderers and a more loose endorsement policy.
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Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis has presented distributed ledger technologies, its background, com-
ponents and possible usage within supply chain data management. Several so-
lutions and implementations are brought up, explaining their features with ad-
vantages as well as disadvantages. Furthermore current research in the context
of DLT was presented with several papers investigating its usage in different
use cases. The novel use case within data management of certificates within
the Swedish heavy industry supply chain was investigated and a solution pro-
posed with regards to all findings throughout the research process.

The results show that adoption of distributed ledger technologies for data man-
agement within the Swedish heavy industry could result in an automated man-
agement, which reduces the trust needed in the third party management and
provides immutability of the data while maintaining confidentiality. However,
it was also shown that doing so results in some disadvantages, the through-
put is affected as opposed to a centralized solution and adopting a full scale
decentralized system in the supply chain can be a complex process. If the ad-
vantages are considered to outweigh the disadvantages, the proposed solution
could improve the automation and security of certificate management within
the Swedish heavy industry.

9.1 Discussion
Adoption of distributed ledger technology has seen a huge increase in recent
years and it is not without reasons. The guarantees and properties of a DLT
system are of high interest and valued by consumers, such as traceability and
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immutability. However, as been shown in this thesis, there are several issues
that need to be taken into consideration before fully adopting a DLT based
system. In particular, the feasibility of deploying andmaintaining a blockchain
network is shown to be quite a complex task. Then, for each actor in a supply
chain to utilize this in a decentralized manner, would require several steps in
collaboration with every actor in the chain further neglecting the feasibility.

However, the proposed system clearly tries to cope with feasibility bymaking a
partly decentralized solution. Parties that wish to maintain an own node could
have the possibility of doing so. Even though the system would be controlled
by a selected few or even only one organization, deploying several nodes that
other organizations may connect to, would result in several properties that
increase value for consumers, such as availability and immutability. In the
Swedish heavy industry where the confidentiality of information is of high
importance, making other organizations able to commit transactions would
result in the possibility of inferring who made what transaction. However this
might not be an issue seeing that only public data would be visible on the
chain. Other organizations could also still benefit from maintaining an own
node, making sure no organization is in control of the whole chain.

The results show that a solution based on Hyperledger Fabric is slow in com-
parison to a centralized database. However, these performance metrics might
be within requirements for a system. Creating a certificate with a delay under
one second might not impact the overall perception of how performant the sys-
tem is. The performance is also dependent on how the system is configured, if
validation of several nodes is required then the performance drops but comes
with higher validity and security.

9.2 Future Work
To extend the usability of a datamanagement system utilizing distributed ledger
technology there are several components that could be further investigated.
This includes investigating possible usage of Internet-of-Things devices to
streamline the process between actors and the blockchain system, for example
through interconnected image-processing and measurement devices to capture
certificate data in real time. Further investigation of some of the techniques
and solutions mentioned in this thesis could also be performed in order to in-
vestigate other ways of improving the certificate management.

If trust in a single organization is of no concern then distributed system might
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not be the best fit but rather a centralized system that utilizes solutions such
as Amazon Quantum Ledger Database or BigchainDB. In such a case, further
investigation needs to be put into whether or not this kind of solution would
be particularly useful and if it would increase value for consumers.

On the other hand, if the importance is to lower the trust required in a deployed
system, additional research could be needed to investigate a similar system
as this one but where the solution further adopts the feasibility concern and
evaluates exactly howmuch actors in the supply chain are willing to participate
and howmuch effort they are willing to put into deploying a distributed system.
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Appendix A Certificate

Figure A.1: An actual certificate sent between actors in the supply chain. Im-
age credit: Victor Andersson CEO at Chaintraced
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Appendix B Certificate Input
{" certificate ": {

" productid ": "ID",
" charge ": "ID",
" characteristics ": {

" diameter ": NUMBER ,
" length ": NUMBER ,
" mass ": NUMBER

},
" chemicalcomposition ": [

{" chemical ":"ID", " value ": NUM }
],
" mechanicalproperties ": {

" tensilevalues ": {
" tensilestrength ": NUM ,
" tensiletest ": {

"# tested ":NUM ,
" minvalue ":NUM ,
" maxvalue ": NUM

}
},
" stressvalues ": {

" stress ":NUM ,
" stresstest ": {

"# tested ":NUM ,
" minvalue ":NUM ,
" maxvalue ": NUM

}
},
" proofofloadvalues ": {

" proofofload ":NUM ,
" proofofloadtest ": {

"# tested ":NUM ,
" minvalue ":NUM ,
" maxvalue ": NUM

}
},
" hardnessvalues ": {

" hardness ":NUM ,
" hardnesstest ": {

"# tested ":NUM ,
" minvalue ":NUM ,
" maxvalue ": NUM

}
}
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74 APPENDIX B. CERTIFICATE INPUT

},
" orderid ":"ID",
" initiator ":" ORGNAME ",
" customer ":" ORGNAME ",
" amount ": NUM

}}

Listing B.1: Code sample restricting invoke.



AppendixC ChaincodeOperations
Name : NewCertificate
Function : Adds a new certificate to the ledger, with correct PDC depending
on who the receiver and sender of certificate is.
Authorization : Only main organization peer may invoke this operation.

Name : UpdateCertificate
Function : Updates a particular certificate with information specified, ap-
pends any previous certificate IDs to the new certificate as well as old in-
formation that was not included in the specified information to be updated.
Authorization : Only main organization peer may invoke this operation.

Name : ReadCertificate
Function : Queries the ledger based on ID retrieving public information of
the certificate.
Authorization : Any organization may invoke this operation.

Name : ReadCertificatePrivateDetails
Function : Queries the ledger based on ID retrieving private details of the
certificate from specified PDC.
Authorization : Any organization may invoke this operation, however the
organization must be a member of the specified PDC.

Name : GetCertificateHistory
Function : Queries the ledger based on ID, returning all versions of the cer-
tificate with the same ID as well as any IDs of previously linked certificates
with different ID.
Authorization : Any organization may invoke this operation.

Name : GetCertificateHash
Function : Queries the ledger based on ID, returning the hash of the specified
certificate, this certificate can be compared to the private data hash in order to
validate the private data. In order to validate the validator must have access to
the private data which any organization may distribute in order for third parties
or another organization to validate.
Authorization : Any organization may invoke this operation.

Name : GetAllSentCertificateIDs
Function : Queries the ledger based on ID, returns the IDs of all sent certifi-
cates from the invoking organization. Main organization may specify which
organization to use in order to retrieve the information.
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Authorization : Any organization may invoke this operation.

Name : GetAllReceivedCertificateIDs
Function : Queries the ledger based on ID, returns the IDs of all received
certificates from the invoking organization. Main organization may specify
which organization to use in order to retrieve the information.
Authorization : Any organization may invoke this operation.



Appendix D NewCertificate Code
Sample
func (s * SmartContract ) NewCertificate (
ctx contractapi . TransactionContextInterface ) error {

mspID , err := ctx . GetClientIdentity (). GetMSPID ()
if mspID != " MainOrgMSP "{

return fmt . Errorf (" Only MainOrgMSP can create ")
}

transMap , err := ctx . GetStub (). GetTransient ()
transientCertJSON , ok := transMap [" certificate "]

certificateInput := certificateTransientInput {}
err = json . Unmarshal ( transientCertJSON , &

certificateInput )

err = CheckErrorInput ( certificateInput )

certificateAsBytes , err := ctx . GetStub (). GetState
( certificateInput . ProductID )

if certificateAsBytes != nil {
fmt . Println (" This certificate already exists : "

+ certificateInput . ProductID )
return fmt . Errorf (" Certificate already exists

use function : UpdateCertificate instead : " +
certificateInput . ProductID )

}

tempCharacteristics := Characteristics {}
if certificateInput . Characteristics !=

tempCharacteristics {
tempCharacteristics = certificateInput .

Characteristics
}
tempChemicalComposition := [] ChemicalComposition

{{"" ,0} ,}
if certificateInput . Composition [0] !=

tempChemicalComposition [0]{
tempChemicalComposition = certificateInput .

Composition
}
tempMechanicalProperties := MechanicalProperties

{}
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if certificateInput . Properties !=
tempMechanicalProperties {

tempMechanicalProperties = certificateInput .
Properties

}

certificate := & CertificateAsset {
ObjectType : " Certificate ",
ProductID : certificateInput . ProductID ,
PreviousProductIDs : [] string {0: ""},
Charge : certificateInput . Charge ,
Attributes : tempCharacteristics ,
Composition : tempChemicalComposition ,
Properties : tempMechanicalProperties ,

}

certificateJSONasBytes , err := json . Marshal (
certificate )

err = ctx . GetStub (). PutState ( certificateInput .
ProductID , certificateJSONasBytes )

_, pdc , err := GetCollectionName ( certificateInput
. Initiator )

txTime , err := ctx . GetStub (). GetTxTimestamp ()
if err != nil {

return fmt . Errorf (" Failed to get timestamp : " +
err . Error ())

}

certificatePrivateDetails := &
CertificatePrivateDetails {

ObjectType : " CertificatePrivateDetails ",
ProductID : certificateInput . ProductID ,
OrderID : certificateInput . OrderID ,
Initiator : certificateInput . Initiator ,
Customer : certificateInput . Customer ,
Amount : certificateInput . Amount ,
Timestamp : time . Unix ( txTime . GetSeconds () , int64

( txTime . GetNanos ())). String () ,
}
certificatePrivateDetailsAsBytes , err := json .

Marshal ( certificatePrivateDetails )

err = ctx . GetStub (). PutPrivateData (pdc ,
certificateInput . ProductID ,
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certificatePrivateDetailsAsBytes )

return nil
}

Listing D.1: Formatted NewCertificate code.



Appendix E Tests

E.1 Hyperledger Fabric Single Tests
Test : Create certificate with valid org (using mainorg)
Expected output : Transaction successfully committed and validated on ledger
Alt 1 : Create certificate with invalid org
Expected output : Return error "only mainorg can create certificate"

Test : Update certificate with valid org and available certificate
Expected output : Transaction successfully committed, validated and linked
to updated certificate on ledger.
Alt 1 : Update certificate with valid org and unavailable certificate
Expected output : Return error "Cannot update an unexisting certificate"
Alt 2 : Update certificate with invalid org
Expected output : Return error "Only mainorg can update certificate"

Test : Fetch valid certificate public data using all organizations
Expected output : Public certificate data
Alt 1 : Fetch invalid certificate using all organizations
Expected output : Return error "certificate not found"

Test : Fetch valid certificate private hash using all organizations
Expected output : Private certificate data hash returned
Alt 1 : Fetch invalid certificate private hash using all organizations
Expected output : Return error "certificate not found"

Test : Fetch valid certificate private data using all organizations
Expected output : If organization belongs to and have access to the private
data collection, return certificate private data else return error "access denied
for private data"
Alt 1 : Fetch valid certificate private data using correct organizations
Expected output : Private certificate data
Alt 2 : Fetch invalid certificate private data using all organizations
Expected output : Return error "certificate not found"

The other operations (GetCertificateHistory, GetAllSentCertificateIDs, GetAll-
ReceivedCertificateIDs) are tested in a similar way but mainly implemented
in order to show the possibilities of Hyperledger Fabric and hence not imple-
mented in the baseline solution.
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E.2 Baseline Single Tests
Test : Create new certificate
Expected output : Certificate data added to couchDB
Alt 1 : Create new certificate with invalid data
Expected output : Return Error, No data added to couchDB

Test : Update valid certificate
Expected output : Certificate data added and linked to updated certificate in
couchDB
Alt 1 : Update invalid certificate
Expected output : Return Error, No data added to couchDB

Test : Fetch valid certificate
Expected output : Correct Certficate Data
Alt 1 : Fetch invalid certificate
Expected output : Return Error, no data returned
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